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The charged-particle collision integral has been obtained for a plasma placed in a high-frequency 
electric field with a frequency close to the plasma frequency. It is shown that the high-frequency 
field has a strong influence on the diffusion coefficient. An anomalous increase of the collision 
integral on account of the interaction of the particles with the ion sound is observed in a very 
narrow region near the threshold value of the intensity of the external field, and the interaction of 
the fast particles with Langmuir waves can lead to a considerable increase of the collision integral 
even far away from the threshold. The electron-diffusion coefficient of a weakly turbulent plasma 
with stationary level of the noise of the ion sound is calculated. 

1. Theoretical investigations [1] carried out recently 
have indicated the possibility of a parametric instability 
developing in a plasma under the action of electromag
netic radiation on it. In order to exhibit the laws govern
ing the relaxation processes and transport phenomena 
induced by the action of radiation on a plasma, it is 
necessary to construct a theory of the collision integral 
for the charged particles, which makes up the content of 
the present paper. 

It is known [1-3] that the parametric instabilities 
which develop in a plasma lead to an anaomalous in
crease of the fluctuations of the internal fields. starting 
from known results [2,3] corresponding to taking into ac
count the Coulomb interaction, one can express the colli
sion integral in terms of the fluctuations of the longi
tudinal fieldo The diffusion coefficient and the coefficient 
of systematic friction in momentum space have been 
calculated for a steady level of fluctuations for a com
pletely ionized plasma placed in a spatially homogeneous 
monochromatic electric field 

E (t) =Eosin Wot (1.1) 

with frequency Wo close to electron Langmuir frequency 
wLe = (41Te2ne /me) 1/2

0 We show that when the speed of 
oscillations of the electrons in the pumping field is small 
compared to their thermal velOCity: 

(1.2) 

then the coefficient of systematic friction does not 
change and the diffusion coefficient may increase con
siderably owing to the anomalous behavior of the fluctua
tion level of the field. Near the threshold the diffusion 
coefficient increases as Inl1 - ~VEthrl for nonresonant 
particles and like 11 - E~/EthrI1/2 for resonant parti
cleso Accordingly, the anomalous increase of the colli
sion integral in the first case is observed in a very nar
row region near the threshold, in distinction from the 
resonant case, when such an increase can occur in a 
considerably wider region near the threshold. In this 
case the contribution of the interaction of the fast parti
cles with high-frequency oscillations to the collision 
integral always exceeds the contributions of the interac
tion with the ion sound. 

On the other hand it is known [1J that on account of the 
nonlinear interaction of the disturbances in a turbulent 
plasma state, occurring as a result of the parametric 
instability, a stationary level of plasma fluctuations can 
establish itself, by far exceeding the level of thermal 
fluctuations. In such a situation of developed fluctuations 
of the fields we have made explicit the dependence of the 
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electron diffusion coefficient on the plasma parameters 
and the possibility that it increases compared to the 
usual diffusion coefficient which is determined by the 
thermal fluctuations. 

2. In order to derive the collision integral we make 
use of the method of microscopic phase densities [3,4] 

N,(r" Po, t) = 1: c5(r,-r,.(t) )c5(p,-p,.(t)), 

• 
where the summation is over all particles of the kind ao 
Considering only the effects produced by the Coulomb 
interaction we consider as the starting equations the sys
tem of microscopic equations for the functions Na: 

aN, aN, aN, 
-+v,-+e,[E(t)+E(ro,t)]-=o. (201) 

ot or, op, 

Here E(t) is the external radiation field (1.1), E(r, t) is 
the microscopic Coulomb field 

fJ 1: J eo E(r,t)=-- dpodro-t--. No. 
or r-rol 

b 

We introduce the deviations of the random functions Na 
from their averages: IiNa = Na - (Na >, where the 
brackets (0 .. ) denote the averaging; the (Na > are 
proportional to the first distribution functions (Na> 
= nafa' where na is the average concentration of parti
cles of type a. For a spatially homogeneous plasma the 
first distribution functions satisfy the equations 

01, 01, e, a 
-.-+e,E(t)-. -= ---<c5N,E)"",'., (2.2) 

ot 0Pa na ap. 
which follow directly from the averaging of (2.1). The 
right-hand side of (2.2), which takes into account the 
correlation of the Coulomb field and the particle distri
bution, is the collision integral denoted by Ja. To deter
mine the deviations aNa' we restrict our attention to the 
linearized equations 

fJc5N, ac5N, fJc5Na a I, (2 3) --+v,--,+e,E(t)--+e.n.E-=O. • 
iJt or. 0Pa up. 

In the sequel it will be convenient to replace the func
tions fa by the distributions Fa defined by 

F,(p"t)=I,(p.+P,E(t),t), (2.4) 

where P~(t) are determined from the solution of the 
characteristic equations 

P.E=e.E(t). 

In searching for the solution of (203) we shall assume 
that the distributions F a(Pa, t) are slowly varying func
tions of time (Le., that they change little over the corre-
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lation time and over the period of oscillations of the 
external electric field). Taking this fact into account we 
will in the end obtain equations that express the space
time correlations in terms of the first distribution func
tions. 

We effect a Fourier transformation with respect to 
the coordinates in Eq. (2.3): 

{jNa (t, k, Pal = J dra{jNa (t, r a, Pal e-'k<a 

and introduce the new functions: 

'l'a(t, k, Pal =(jNa(t, k, Pa+PaE(t» exp {ikR,.E(t)}, R/=ma-'P/(t). 

For a monochromatic time dependence of the external 
field the functions -Ita and the longitudinal field E can be 
represented as expansions 

- -
'I' a (t, k, Pal = 1:, e-'n.~'I' ;n) (t, k, Pa), E (t, k) = 1:, c'n··'E(n) (t, k), 

where the amplitudes -It<n) and Em) change little over the 
period of the external freld. Using a one-sided Fourier 
transform with respect to time 

-
",(n)( k ) Jd m(n l ( k ) ,.,-.. 
'1'11 00, ,Pa. = tTa t, ,po e 

we obtain the following solution of equation (2.3): 
U<) ( k) i [(n) 

'I' a 00" pa = + + 'Ll k 'I' a (k, Pa, t=O) 
(J,) nooo l - Va 

4n oFa '\"l (m)] 
+iFeanakap:-.::./.-m(Aab)u, (oo,k) , 

',m 

(2.5) 

Here I n is the Bessel function of the first kind of integer 
index n and the functions 

Ua 00, k) =ea dpa 'I' a (00, k, Pal (n)( J (n) 

satisfy the linear system of algebraic equations 

u~o) (00, k)+{)ea(oo+nooo, k) 1:, 1._m(Aa,)u;m) (00, k) 

m,' 

'J dpa '" (.) (k ) =£e. + +'A kv T. ,P.,t=O, 
Ul nco{\' lLl- II 

(2.6) 

where Ii Ea is the partial longitudinal dielectric permit
tivity for particles of the type a: 

4ne.'n. J 1 oFa 
{jea(oo, k) =-k-' - dpa +'Ll-k k-"-. 

(0 l Va upa 

The system of equations (2.6) obtained in this manner 
differs from the one studied in the theory of parametric 
resonance by the presence of a right-hand side. The 
Poisson equation allows us to write down the following 
relations between the Fourier components of the ampli
tudes of the harmonics of the longitudinal field, 
E(fi) (w, k) and of the charge densities, u~fi) (w, k): 

ikE(') (oo,k)=4n 1:,/m-.(Aa)u~m) (oo,k). 
a, m 

Assuming a slow time dependence of the functions 
Fa(Pa' t), we obtain from (2.2) 

of. 4ne. '\"l fJ J dk k 
71= - i-;:- ~ oPa (2n)' k'/n-,(Aa)/m-,(A,) 

n,m,l,b 

f doo (.) (m) 

X ~('I'. U, ).,t "" •. 

(2.7) 

The possibility of defining the collision integral (2.7) 
in terms of space-time spectral functions (w(n) ub<m») k a w, 
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follows from the invariance of the two-time correla
tion functions: 

<'I' a (k, pa, t)u; (k', t'»= (2n)'{j (k-k') ('I' au.h", ,', 

with respect the transformations 

t .... t+2nn!ooo, t' .... t'+2nn!ooo, n=O, ±1, ±2, ... 

Indeed, since we consider a correlation process which is 
stationary in time, a simultaneous shift of the times t 
and t' by an integral number of periods of the external 
field does not change the physical picture, Le., 

('I' .u,) k, t, t' = ('I' aU,) k, 1+2n./ .. , 1'+,"./ .. • (2.8) 

'Thus, from the expansion 

n, m 

and the conditions (2.8) we obtain that the functions 
('lim) u.<m») k depend only on the time difference t - t'. a 0 w, 
Hence, in particular, follows the applicability of the 
formulas of the stationary theory [3 ,4J 

(2n) '{j (k-k') ('I' .(n) u.(m» _,k = lim 2Ll < '1';') (00, k, P.) u;tm) (00, k') >. (2.9) 
'_0 

where the spectral functions can be expressed in terms 
of the equal-time functions 

<'1'.(0) (k, P., t=O) 'I';(m'(k', P., t=O) >= (2n)'{j(k-k') [In (Aa)/m(A,) 

Xn.{j •• {j (Pa-P') Fa+n.n.G;;' m) J. 
(2.10) 

For the slowly varying function Fa' expression (2.10) 
is a consequence of the equation 

<(jNa(k, P" t=O) liN; (k', Ph, t=O) > 
= (2n) 'Ii (k-k') [6.,6 (P.-Pt,) na!a+n.n.ga.], 

where gab(k, Pa, Ph) are the pair correlation functions. 
The correlation functions Gab are introduced in analogy 
with the functions -It a 

G •• (t, k, Pa, p,)=ga.(t, k, Pa+P/(t), P.+P/(t) )explik(R.E(t)-R,B(t»} 

= 1:, exp(-inOOot+imOOot)G::,m) , 

',m 

The usefulness of Eq. (2.9) is due to the important 
simplifying circumstance that in the limit as tJ. - 0 the 
terms which contain G<~m) do not contribute to the 
spectral function. a 

We shall be interested in the case of a weak external 
field, when the inequality (1.2) holds. Such an approxi
mation allows one to retain in the collision integral only 
three amplitudes of the charge densities, u~O) and u~ 1) : 

o oFa 0 
la=-D,,"-+-A,'Fa, (2.11) 

fJp., 0 pa; iI p., 

where the diffusion coefficients D~. and the systematic 
friction coefficients Af in momenfhm space are defined 
by 

eo' J k,k; S a 2 12) D,," = - dk- doo Il (oo-kv.) (EE). t, ( • 
16n' k' ' 

+~A •• '\"l (n-m) ( '1';0) (k,p"t=O) u;"')) . 
2 ~ oo+nOOo+iLl-kVa ., k 

(2.13) 

In-mJ=l 

In Eq. (2.12) we have used the notation 

• 16n' '\"l ['\"l (.) (n) 
(EE) .,k = --;;;- £.... ~ (u" u.· ) .-n., ,k (2.14) 

b, /;' n=O, ±1 
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~ (n) (m) ] 
+A" Re L... (m-n) (Ub Ub' ).-m .. ,' . 

In-mJ=l 

We restrict our attention to a plasma consisting of 
electrons and a single kind of ions, neglecting the effect 
of the high-frequency field on the ions. Solving the sys
tem of equations (2.6) for ~ = (k' rE)2 « 1 and using 
an equation similar to (2.9), we obtain the spectral 
correlation functions of the harmonics of the charge 
densities and, consequently, the correlation functions of 
the Coulomb field (2.14). If the inequality 

(k ) 'R 6e.(oo,k) rE . e < 1 
1 +6e. (oo±oo" k) 

holds, we obtain that the spectral functions (2.14) for the 
electrons and ions coincide 

(EE): .• = (EE)~ ..... (EE) 0, " 

and in the frequency region wand w ± Wo (Iw I « wo) they 
take the following form: 

(EE) _ .• = (E(OJE(') •.• + (EH)E(-l) .+ .... + (E(!)E(!) 0_". " 

(EE) o± .... = (E("E(O» .± .. , .+ (E(±I)E(±l) •. " 

f (E(o'E"H 4n' f ~ , I 8n / •. ' = FIei'L... e. n. dp.6 (oo-kv.) F., 

(2.15) 
(2.16) 

(2.17) 

8~ (E(·)E«».± .. ,. = ~~' lel~~~:'I' I: e,'n. I dp.6(W±OOo-kv.)F.,(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

Here 'E(w, k) is the nonlinear longitudinal dielectric per
mittivity: 

e=e+'/. (kr.)'6e,(1+6e,.) (lie,+lle_,), 

E(W, k) is the usual linear permittivity E = 1 + Q Ee + Qq, 
E!; 1 is the linear dielectric permittivity for the frequency 
w ± Woo In the derivation of Eqs. (2.15)-(2.20) we recog
nize that the main contribution to the collision integral 
comes from the zeros of the functions Re E'(w, k) 
'" Re E(W, k). 

A calculation of the correlation functions that enter in 
(2.13) leads to the following pair of equations for the 
coefficient of systematic friction respectively in the reg
ion of frequencies wand w ± Wo (Iwl « wo): 

e.' I k i I 1 A('=2n' dk k, dwl\(oo-kva)Ime:-' 

ea'I ki I e' A: = -. dk ----,,- dOl 6 (oo±(ilo-kv,)im -.-.-. 
2n' k- i' e 

±! 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

It follows from (2.21) and (2.22) that a weak high
frequency field does not change the systematic friction 
coefficient. To the contrary, the diffusion coefficient can 
increase considerably as a result of the anomalous be
havior of the level of electromagnetic fluctuations 
(2.17)-(2.20). Therefore, in the sequel, in the analysis 
of the collision integral of a parametrically excited 
plasma, we shall consider only the diffusion coefficient 
(2.12). Thus, we finally obtain 

(2.23) 

where the diffusion coefficient on' (2.12) is determined 
by the fluctuation spectrum of the longitudinal field 
(2.15)-(2.20). 

We note that from the kinetic equation (2.23) it follows 
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that the following conservation law holds for the total 
energy density: 

dd ~ na I dp.F, 2P.' = I (2dk) " I ~ro (EE) •.• 00 1m e. (2.24) 
t L... ma Jt 2n 8Jt 

It is easy to understand that the quantity which stands in 
the right-hand side of Eq. (2.23) represents the heat 
produced in the plasma per unit time and unit volume. 
We stress that the heat produced is to a significant de
gree determined by the external field, since it is the 
latter which determines the anomalous character of the 
electromagnetic fluctuations. 

3. It is known [5J that in an isothermal plasma 
(T e »T i) the interaction of particles with the ion
acoustic oscillations can yield a substantial contribution 
to the collision integral. We therefore consider the colli
sion integral (2.23) that takes into account the dynamical 
polarization, due to the interaction of the particles with 
the oscillations, of the nonisothermal plasma placed in a 
high-frequency electric fi€ld. The largest effect of such 
an interaction appears in the electronic diffusion coeffi
cient. We consider a plasma state which differs little 
from those characterized by Maxwellian states. Then, 
substituting the permittivities in which Maxwellian dis
tributions have been used into Eqs. (2.17)-(2.20) we ob
tain the following approximate expression for the elec
tronic diffusion coefficient, which describes the interac
tion with the oscillations (IE_112 « IElI2): 

D' D °HD 4(2 )". I II d ,[vv'].[vv'L r ( ') 
ij = ij ij=- 1t VTee nc P t[vv']IJ iii P 

+ne"n.rD; Idp'F.(p') I dkkik; w;' {6(oo,-kv)ll(w.-kv') 

1 (kr.) 2 00,' , 
(3.1)* 

+-16-k" '+(A )' [6(oo,-ro,-kv)6(oo,-kv) 
r De V U<OO-(!l. 

H(oo,-oo,-kv')I\(w.-kv) I }. 

The first term in the expression (3.1) corresponds to 
the interaction of particles with short-wave oscillations 
krOe »1 (rOe = vTe/wLe)' for which the presence of 
HF fields is unimportant, and is determined by the usual 
asymptotic collision inte~ral under conditions of strong 
isothermicity T e »T i [5 : 

-- - - In--- . [ - 1 I' e'l T. [ e<'miT.' ]-' 
2 e T, e'm,T,' 

The second term in (3.1) describes the interaction of 
the particles with the ion acoustic frequency 
Ws = wLikrOe = kvs (which is considerably smaller than 
the ionic Langmuir frequency wLi = (47Teini/mi)1/2 and a 
wave vector which is considerably smaller than the re
ciprocal of the Oebye radius rOe) and Langmuir waves 
of frequency Wo - wS' The damping decrement of the 
ionic sound has the form [lJ 

y=y.[l-cos'tlF(k) ), (3.2) 

where J. is the angle betWeen the direction of the ex
ternal field and the propagation vector of the wave, 'Ys 
is the damping decrement of the ion-acoustic waves on 
electrons 

In addition 
t r.' oo,ilwo,/(k)kvu 

F(k)=--
(2Jt)'" rD o' [(iloo,)'-w.'(k))~+4w.'(k)V'(k) , 

and the high-frequency damping decrement y is deter
mined by the Landau damping and collisions of ions with 
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electrons (vei «kvTe ): 

Y(k)=(~)'" ~exp{-~(~)'} +~'V'f' 
8 (krD') 2 kv" . 2 

(3,3) 

~Wo denotes the difference between the frequency of the 
external field and the frequency of the longitudinal 
plasma wave: 

As an illustration of the obtained formula we consider 
a situation when, for states of the plasma which differ 
from Maxwellian ones (Fe = F~ + 6Fe ), one can retain 
only the first term in the linear collision integral 

_ () [ , ()6F. BF.' ] 0/,-;;-: 6D,;(F. )--+6D,;(6F.)--
"p, Bp; op; 

i.e., one considers the case of sufficiently rapid parti
cles. Then, making use of the following expression for 
the spectral density of the energy of excited oscillations: 

S• dw (EE). k a 
W(k)= z;~a;;;(wRei'), 

we obtain that for fast particles (v > vTe) the electron 
diffusion coefficient 6D .. = 6 DfJ· + 6D~ is determined 

1J 1J 
both by the interaction with the ionic sound and with 
Langmuir waves 

2e'n,rD.' S [ 6D,;=--- dkk,k;W.(k) 6(w.-kv) 
xT, 

+ 1 (kr.) , w,' 6(w.-w,-kV)] . 
16 k'rD.' y'+,(~w,-w.)' 

(3.4) 

Here W s (k) is the spectral density of the energy of the 
ionic sound: 

(3.5) 

As can be seen from Eqs. (3.4), (3.5), the anomalous 
enhancement of the collision integral is due to the possi
bility that the decrement (3.2) vanishes, which is real
ized for a threshold field strength [lJ 

~=16 ,(.(k,)y(k,) . (3.6) 
4nn.xT. w,w, (k,) 

The value of the wave vector ko corresponds to the maxi
mum of F(k) which occurs for 

w. (k,) =l1w, (k,), (3,7) 

and equals 

k,=~[(1+I1)"'-1], A=6!!!:l... w,-W p ('+ ')" (38) 
3VT< U WL! Wp , Wp= WL. WLl'. , 

In order to compute the tensor 6Dij it is convenient to 
introduce spherical coordinates p, J, qJ in momentum 
space (the angle J being measured from the direction of 
the field Eo), In these variables the collision integral 
has the form: 

6/,= [~~p' (6Dpp~+ 6D •• ~) 
p ap ap p at} 

1 a ( a 6D.. a )] +-.-A-"OAsintt 6D •• -+---- 6F,. 
psmv Uv· Bp p at} 

(3,9) 

The results of the corresponding calculations can be 
found in the Appendix, 

We first consider the influence of the interaction of 
the particles with the ionic sound on the collision integral 
(3,9). Taking into account the fact that the velocity of 
the particles is large compared to the phase velocity of 
the ion-acoustic waves, the analysis of the expressions 
for the diffusion coefficient given in the Appendix yields 

6D pp' / 6D p' '-6D P.· / 6D •• ·-v.l v¢: 1. 
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This implies that the diffusion occurs essentially within 
the angle. The contribution to the collision integral of 
the interaction of the particles with the ionic sound is 
then determined by the coefficient 6D~J: 

4" k' 6D •• '(v,tr)= ne n,rD, S dk-( -{(1-F(k)sin2t}]-'''_1l. (3.10) 
vsm't} F k) 

For fields with an intensity close to the threshold 
value (3.6) the main contribution to the integration with 
respect to the wave numbers comes from wave numbers 
satisfying the decay condition (3.7). Carrying out an ex
pansion of the quantity under the square root in (3.10) at 
that point ko one can see that for Eo -;;, Ethr for angles 
J = 1T/2, the diffusion coefficient increases anomalously: 

,( =~) = 4ne'n. y(k,) (k,rD') , InI1_£1-1
• (3,11) 

6D.. v, tr 2 V WLl (1 + 11)'" E~hr 

Owing to such a logarithmic dependence the anomalous 
enhancement of the collision integral due to the interac
tion with the ionic sound appears only in a narrow region 
near the threshold, Thus, if the fundamental contribution 
to the collision integral introduces a static polarization, 
the expression (3,9) which takes into account only the 
interaction with the ion-acoustic waves, is comparable 
with the Landau collision integral only for 

E:hr-E,' .,- {A WLi(1+I1)'''} ---""exp - . 
E:hr (k,rD,) 'y (k,) 

For typical plasmas the Coulomb logarithm A ranges 
from 6 to 20, which confirms what was said above about 
the narrowness of the band of anomalous enhancement of 
the collision integral, determined by the interaction with 
the ionic sound, 

In analyzing the contribution of the interaction with 
Langmuir waves to the electronic diffusion coefficient 
near the threshold we consider two cases: kov »wo and 
j1-wVkgv2 j = 62 « 1. 

For sufficiently rapid particles kov »wo, and by 
analogy with the above we obtain 

6Dp• L/6Dp.L_6Dp•L/6D •• L-w,/ k,v¢:1 

and, accordingly 

IW •• L(V tr)= __ '_E_ dk-' -- [1-F(k)sin'tr]-"'-1---F(k) ne'n r 2 S 00 ' k { Sin't}} 
, 4vsin'tr y' F'(k) 2· 

(3,12) 

For field strengths close to the threshold value and 
J = 1T/2 Eq. (3.12) takes the form 

L ( _" ) _ "Y2n e'n. k,rD , 1 Eo' 1_1 (3 13) 
6D.. v,t}-z - v (1+11)'" In 1- E~hr • 

and the anomalous enhancement of the diffusion coeffi
cient is observed as before in a narrow region near the 
threshold: 

E:hr-Eo' { (1+11) ", } 
E' ~ exp -A--- . 

thr kOrDtI 

However, in spite of the identical functional dependence 
on the strength of the external field in (3.11) and (3,13), 
the interaction with the high-frequency oscillations ex
ceeds by far the interaction with ion-acoustic waves: 

L ( n ) / • ( n) 1/ n 1 WLi I5D.. v, it= - 6D.. v, it= - = f ----, -- »1. 
2 2 8 (kOrD') y (1,0) 

In the resonance case kov ~ Wo the determining effect 
is diffusion with respect to momentum 

6D •• L/6D .. L -6DpOL/6Dpp L-6¢:1. 

Corresponding to this we have 
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ne'n,rEZ 0)02 k 
(JDppL(V, 1'1) = -4-S dk---{[1-F(k)cos' 1'1 ]-'-1}, (3.14) 

v v' F(k) 
In distinction from the preceding discussion the main 
contribution to the diffusion coefficient comes from par
ticles with velocities directed along or against the direc
tion of the electric field (J = 0, 7T). Then for Eo ~ Ethr 

:n'l'~e'n, k,rD' [1-~] _./, . 
(JD •• L(V,tr=O,:n) v (1+8)'" E'tru (3.15) 

i.e., for resonant particles the Ethr strong dependence 
of the diffusion coefficient on the field strength, (3.15) 
leads to a widening of the region of anomalous enhance
ment of the collision integral. 

Et~r-E,' ,,; (k,rD')' 
E~h' A' (1+!1) , 

4. We now turn to the case of a plasma with devel
oped fluctuations of the fields. We first note that the re
sults obtained above can be used for the more general 
case of the stationary fluctuation spectrum. In particu
lar, the general expression (3.4) allows one to consider 
the problem of behavior of the electronic diffusion co
efficient of a weakly turbulent plasma with a stationary 
level of ion-acoustic noise, which is attained as a result 
of the induced scattering of the ionic sound on the 
ions [1J. We neglect the influence of the induced scatter
ing of waves on particles in the collision integral. 

Keeping in mind that the fundamental contribution to 
the diffusion coefficient for fast particles (kov :> wo) is 
determined by velocity vectors which are perpendicular 
to the direction of the external field one can write down 
the following approximate expression, describing the 
interaction of the electron with the ion -acoustic and 
Langmuir waves in the turbulent state: 

{JD •• (v, tr=:n/2) ==(JD •• ' (v, tr=:n/2) + {JD .. L (v, tr=:n/2) 

= 16:n'e'n, k,rD.'( ~" -1) -'I'~[1+ (~)'/'~(korD')-'~]' 
v E th, xT, 8 E'th' 'Y (k o) 

(4.1) 

Then the total (with respect to the spectrum) stationary 
energy density of the ionic sound [1J 

-s dk W k __ 1_ n,xT. (-E--1) rD.'01d'{'(k,) 
W= (2:n) , .()- (2:n)'1' 1+!1 E'th' rD ,'01L,01.'(k,) (4.2) 

must satisfy the condition that it be small compared to 
the energy density of the thermal motion of the plasma 
particles 

In Eqs. (4.1), (4.2) the threshold value of the electric 
field, Ethr the decay wave number ko and the frequency 
shift ~ are determined by the expressions (3.6), (3.8), 
and strictly speaking, the formulas are valid only if the 
field strength Eo exceeds the threshold value by a small 
amount (Eo 2 Ethr ). 

When the intensity of the plasma oscillations is suffi
ciently large, so that the interaction with the Qscillations 
can lead to an effective collision frequency 

veff=2'Y(k,) (E~o' -1) [1+ 21'2:n rD': 01< (1+!1) «1+!1) '1'-1)'] -. 
thr 9C rDe WLe 

(4.3) 

(C is a dimensionless constant of the order of one) which 
is larger than the usual electron-ionic one vei' and the 
turbulent dissipation becomes essential for the high
frequency oscillations, one must replace y(ko) by y(ko) 
+ %veff in the expressions for Wand oD JJ' As a result 
of this replacement we obtain for the turbulent coeffi
cient oDJJ 
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{JD.. v, 1'1= - - -1 ___ .:....::.c'--__ ( :n) 12 (2:n)'I'e'n. (Eo' ) 'I, n,rD" rD.' 
2 v E~h, (1+!1) [(1+!1),1'-1] rDi' 

X l'l'(k')+'~,vefrJ' {1+ 49 (2:n) 'I, 01,,: [(1+!1),h_fJ-' ['I'(k')+~Veff] -'}.' 
WLI ffiLi 2 

(4.4) 

However, the effective frequency of collisions (4.3) 
exceeds the usual electron-ionic collision frequency only 
in the interval 

(4.5) 

in which the collisions contribute little compared to the 
Cerenkoveffect. The upper limit ~2 in (4.5) is deter
mined by the decay wave number ko(~) for which the 
acoustic frequency becomes equal to the contribution to 
y produced by the Cerenkov effect 

9 O1L.' \ O1L.')_1 
!1,"" -2 -,- In--, ' 

O)Li roLi 

and the lower limit ~1 is determined by equating the two 
terms in the expression (3.3) for y, i.e., from the condi
tion of equality of the effects of Cerenkov damping on 
electrons and the electron-ion collisions 

!1 _ 9 CIlLo' (1 O1L.')-1 
s"""'2fJhiz n~ • 

It can be seen from Eq. (4.4) that in the interval of 
frequencies (4.5) the interaction of the particles with 
high-frequency oscillations is more important than the 
interaction with the ion sound. In this region of fre
quency shifts the quantity oDJJ increases with the in
crease of the relative shift (wo - wp)/wp and the maxima 
of the diffusion coefficient, the increase of which is ac
companied by a corresponding enhancement of the 
threshold field (3.6) as a function of ~, is attained at the 
upper limit ~ = ~2 of the frequency shifts 

max aD •• (v tr=~) = ~(2:n)2 e'n. n rD J (Eo' -1) 'f, . 
6. '2 g vee E':t1u 

(4.6) 
2 3 2)' 2C 2 2' E 2. :! • 

rD, roLi In ~ 1 + ___ rDe WLi 1 ~ _' __ 
X :.I. 3 2. 'II 2. n 2 '2 1 , rD. 01" ( CIlL. [ 9 (2:n) rD. O1L. ( O1L.) (E h ) ] 

t r 

where the threshold field becomes 

Thus, according to Eq. (4.6) in a plasma with suffi
ciently high electron temperature (the temperature is in 
eV, n is the number of electrons in 1 cm 3 ; the plasma is 
homogeneous) : 

T • '( E 2 )'/' lO'~T /. -I. _0 __ 1 ~A 
T. • n. E2 ' 

t thr 

one can observe an enhancement of the diffusion coeffi
cient in momentum space, for which the dependence on 
density and temperature of the plasma differs substan
tially from the usual one, and the dependence on the field 
strength has the threshold character. 

APPENDIX 

Making use of the spherical coordinates p, J, qJ in mo
mentum space and k, J I, qJ I in the space of wave num
bers' we obtain the following expression for the diffusion 
tensor (oDQI~ = oDj3(1) 
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where 

/(W) =sin' t} sin' tr'-[w/kv-cost} cos t}']', 

d () w' d _ w[w cost}/kv- cost}'] 
pp W =W' p'- kv sin t} , 

d ( ) _ [wcost}/kv-cost}']' 
•• W -, --_--,,---.:.~..!... 

sin2 {)o , 

and the function B(x) is defined by 

9(Z)={O. 
1. 

Z<O 
z>O 
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